Missouri’s Feral Hog Elimination Partnership efforts for the first quarter resulted in 2,440 hogs removed. Top counties were 345 hogs removed in Madison, 336 hogs removed in Shannon, 335 hogs removed in Iron. There were 312 landowner assistance efforts and 594,576 acres scouted for hog damage. Top counties scouted were Shannon 115,667, Carter 94,777, and Reynolds 65,784.

Feral Hog Report January - March 2022

Total Hogs Removed: 2,440
Total Landowner Contacts: 312
Total Acres Scouted: 594,576

Hogs Removed (by Age)*

- Juveniles: 748
- Adults: 949

Hogs Removed (by Sex)*

- Male: 821
- Female: 876
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